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Veg menus to be popular this party season 
Amin Ali, TNN Oct 24, 2012, 12.40PM IST 

 

All vegetarian menus dishing out best of picks from within and outside the country will be 

a rage this party season says Amin Ali. 

The plates around India are turning green. Vegetarian dishes are no longer the dirty words 

on menu across eateries in India. Along with fancy meat preparations, options to gorge on 

delectable and beautifully presented mushroom risotto, khandvi ravioli and kadhai baby 

corn galore nowadays. With exotic ingredients and herbs being used in regular Indian 

preparations and vegetarian staples from across the world becoming a norm, vegetarians 

are in for a tasty treat. 

 

New age veg 

Gone are the days when one had mere variants of paneer or pulses soaked in butter to be 

satisfied with. Leading chefs and caterers are rustling up all vegetarian menus to ensure 

even veggies have a hearty chomp. With western food writers like the UK's Yotam 

Ottolenghi championing vegetarian recipes and the US' Kim Barnouin's Skinny Bitch, a 

book about 'delicious recipes that are good for the earth and great for the body' making it to 

bestsellers list, diners were glued to the developments across the globe. They too started 

demanding vegetarian dishes over meaty munches on the menus. Restaurants had no 
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option but to oblige. And they responded with a smorgasbord of tasty treats. Chef Marut 

Sikka has noticed people attach more and more importance to healthy eating off late to the 

extent that some ensuring that up to 50 percent of their meal comprised of vegetarian 

dishes. "Diners always looked for pairings with rice or chapattis in India. Since there weren't 

too many decent vegetarian options either people didn't eat outside or had turned to 

consuming non vegetarian dishes socially," he quips. 

Quality dishes high on taste prepared using international cooking methods were the need to 

of the hour. And that's exactly what Marut started doing. Soon slow roasted vegetables 

peppered with anardana and chaat masala served as fruit chaat, butter paneer masala high 

on Italian tomatoes and imported herbs and a zucchini musallam started outselling even the 

butter chicken. 

Green grub 

Awareness about global cuisines meant people couldn't have been dished with anything or 

everything. Chef Manish Mehrotra of Indian Accent who prepared no onion and no garlic 

dishes on request earlier today sees khandvi ravioli, potato sphere chaat, tofu kofta and 

mishti dohi connoli being regularly wolfed down at his restaurant. "Indian and even 

foreigners demand vegetarian dishes. While they might want dishes devoid of root 

vegetables but they don't want it to be tasteless," he witnesses and is planning to come up 

with a completely vegetarian chef's tasting menu in the coming season. Apparent health 

benefits and fresh taste of ingredients are some other reasons that Manish thinks more and 

more people are preferring vegetarian dishes over even seafood preparations. 

Chef Nishant Choubey who is busy planning a robust vegetarian menu for his yet to open 

Dusit Devrana hotel feels even exotic vegetables are being grown locally and procurement of 

ingredients has eased considerably. That has allowed him to top his dishes with asparagus, 

artichokes, mushrooms and paprika grown in the country. From using dried zucchini in a 

carpaccio, otherwise a meat dish, to using thin slices of dried carrots in place of meat ham, 

Nishant is ensuring the vegetarians too have a reason to step out and stuff themselves. "A 

non vegetarian has the choice to eat vegetarian dishes but the reverse isn't possible. So one 

has to make the vegetarian section robust too to ensure everyone can have a feast," asserts 

Nishant. 
 

Veggie bash 

It's not just fancy preparations or fusions that are a rage, chef Abhishek Mishra of Kalash 

Cuisine is loaded with orders for all vegetarian menus high on regional specialities from 

across the India. He is busy preparing five to even nine course meal featuring chaats from 

benaras, kachoris from kota, main course dishes from kachch and kathiwad, appam from 

Kerala and desserts from Lucknow. Even vegetarian variants of popular European and 

Chinese fare have started donning the menus of banquets of leading hotels. Chef Neeraj 

Tyagi of The Claridges regularly is already flooded with requests for all vegetarian lunches 
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and dinners at hotel's banquet high on pok choy masala, veg paella, kadhai baby corn and 

paneer lasagna. 

So next time you are out for a meal or planning to host a feast, do check the vegetarian 

section of the menu. Your plate might be fuller or more vibrant than your meat munching 

companion! 

Food quote: Even foreigners today want dishes without onion and garlic to be served to 

them. And Indian customers were clear that vegetarian didn't have to mean tasteless and 

definitely not just paneer. — Chef Manish Mehrotra 
 


